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Over hundreds of millennia, homo sapiens
evolved into the most successful species on
the planet ....  

because of our astounding capacity to 
learn and adapt.



Human children are designed to develop certain skills

and capacities naturally.

These are the foundations on which we build formal education.
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For children 
whose 

capacity for
SELF-

REGULATION  
is insufficiently

developed, 
the choice is

between
CHALLENGE

and
COMPLIANCE.

Those who 
COMPLY may 

become 
dependent on
adult approval

for their 
learning...

i.e. 
EXTRINSIC
rather than
INTRINSIC

MOTIVATION.



The ability to deal with stress, rise to challenges,  
and bounce back from difficulties ....



• The availability of at least one stable and 
supportive relationship between a child and
an adult care-giver.

• A sense of mastery over life circumstances.

• Strong executive functions and self-regulation
skills.

• The supportive context of affirming faith or 
cultural traditions. 



freely chosen, personally directed,  
intrinsically motivated  behaviour  

that actively engages the child 



The first seven years

Greece.... Rome... 

‘The first seven years are for play.’             

The prophet Mohammed

‘The first seven years are the gods’ domain.’  

Japanese proverb

‘Give me a child till he is seven years old, 

and I will show you the man.’   

Jesuits

Froebel    Steiner    Montessori   Malaguzzi

Piaget    Vygotsky



Active, creative, outdoor 
play is being squeezed out 
of children’s  lives...

by the twin forces of 
‘cool’ and school.

’



Education ranking of western nations
PISA, 2016

(school starting ages in brackets)

LITERACY

1. Canada  (6) 

2. Finland  (7)

3. Ireland  (6)

MATHS

1. Switzerland  (7)

2. Estonia          (7) 

3. Canada (6)

SCIENCE

1. Estonia   (7)

2. Finland   (7)

3. Canada   (6)



Daily Telegraph, 
20-11-16



Guardian,  25/3/16



Independent, 
1-9-16



Guardian 3-11-16

Vitamin D deficiency
Heart disease
Osteoporosis
Myopia



Third Force News  20/5/17



BBC News, 7-4-17

Independent, 31-10-16



BBC News, 6-2-17



BBC,  14/1/17
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